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Hello Sixtons,

Thanks for getting in touch with Support.

Regarding your feedback, please understand that you are contacting our team, which
is not responsible for the game development.

If you would want to see something added, changed, or just give your opinion about it,
you can do it in our official forums. You can see how/where, here:
https://eu.wargaming.net/support/en/products/wot/article/10231/

Developer team is however open to constructive feedback and if you would like to
give some, you are welcome to do so through forums.

You can post your suggestion in the suggestions thread so that other players can
give their opinion too, ideas supported by a high number of players get more attention
by the developers.

Community Managers read posts there very carefully every day and take into account
player's comments and forward them to the Development Team.
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Sixtons

Thanks for your understanding in advance and wish you best luck on the battlefield.

Should you have more questions or concerns, please don’t hesitate to contact us
again.

Best regards,

Anna

Created 1 hour ago

SHooting gues what....(GOLD) because you need money, but gues what I need some
fun! 
IF YOU think that in this game I had some fun, and I asure you that isn`t the first game
in this situation and probably not the last because of your greedingnes for the money
for sure wasn`t fun for me! 
What can I tell you....I fell sick about your strategy but maybe you want to ruin this
game completely. 
Keep going like that, for sure If I was that E3 in front of a full cammo PG65 afther
4shoots against me and some artyes penetrateble stuns in 1min dead and buried! 
Now I`m feel bad because I invested in this game....fure sure I will no`t spend a cent
anymore. 
God bye! I`m going to puke.... 
By the way who will read this please send it to all in management to the highest level
maybe they sleep in their chairs and think that people who playing this game are
happy...
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